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The generation of high harmonics created during the interaction of a 2.5 ps, 1053 nm laser pulse with
a solid target has been recorded for intensities up to1019 W cm22. Harmonic orders up to the 68th at
15.5 nm in first order have been observed with indications up to the 75th at 14.0 nm in second-order
diffraction. No differences in harmonic emission betweens andp polarization of the laser beam were
observed. The power of the 38th high harmonic at 27.7 nm is estimated to be 24 MW.

PACS numbers: 42.65.Ky, 52.40.Nk, 52.50.Jm
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There is currently great interest in the production
coherent extreme UV (XUV) radiation by the process
high harmonic generation using high-power picoseco
laser radiation. Several groups have had considera
success in generating high odd-order harmonics fro
gases [1–12], with harmonic orders up to the 141st
Nd:glass (1053 nm) [10], 109th of Ti:sapphire (800 nm
[11], and 37th of KrF (248 nm) at67 Å (the shortest
wavelength to date) being observed [12]. The hig
harmonics are produced due to the extreme nonlinea
of the atomic polarizability in the intense laser field, wit
the symmetric nature of the atomic potential dictating th
only odd-order harmonics are observed.

In addition to harmonic generation from gaseous ta
gets, there has recently been a renewal in interest in ge
ating high order harmonic radiation from high-power las
interactions with solids [13–17]. Such high harmonic
were first observed in nanosecond experiments using C2
lasers (where up to the 46th was observed), where
long laser wavelengths10.6 mmd ensured significant pon-
deromotive steepening of the plasma density profile [1
22]. Both odd- and even-order harmonics are genera
via the relativistic current associated with the electro
being dragged back and forth across this asymmetric d
sity step. Recently Gibbon has performed particle-in-c
(PIC) code simulations of laser-solid harmonic gener
tion for subpicosecond pulses [23]. He concludes that
Il2 . 1019 W mm2 cm22, and modest shelf densities o
NeyNcritical  10, up to 60 harmonics can be generate
with power conversion efficiencies of1026. Importantly,
Gibbon’s simulations predict that the harmonic order
simply determined byIl2, thus short wavelength laser
should produce shorter absolute wavelengths for a giv
value ofIl2. Also, short wavelength, intense lasers ma
eventually provide a route to shorter wavelength, high
832 0031-9007y96y76(11)y1832(4)$10.00
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conversion efficiency harmonics than have hitherto be
generated.

Recently, the observation of the 15th harmonic wa
reported from a 130 fs laser-solid interaction usin
a Ti:sapphire laser at 800 nm with intensities up t
1017 W cm22 [17]. However, to date, the extremely high
orders that have been previously associated with laser-g
interactions and the nanosecond, long wavelength C2

laser-solid work have yet to be reproduced with short
wavelength picosecond lasers incident on solids. A
investigation of harmonic generation from solids with
picosecond ultrahigh intensity laser pulses is therefo
timely.

The work we present in this Letter constitutes the firs
conclusive evidence of extremely high-order harmon
radiation being produced from a 1053 nm, picosecon
laser pulse interacting with a solid. Harmonic orders u
to the 68th in first order diffraction with indications of
the 75th in second order have been observed with las
intensities on target up to1019 W cm22, and with energy
conversion efficiencies estimated at ranging from1024

to 1026.
The experiment was performed using the chirped pul

amplification beam line on the VULCAN laser at the Cen
tral Laser Facility of the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
[24]. The laser produced pulses of 2.5 ps duration an
energies of about 20 J on target. The contrast ratio w
measured to be better than1026 using a third order auto-
correlator. A single shot autocorrelator allowed individ
ual pulse lengths to be measured. The laser beam w
focused onto the target by anfy4.2, 44 cm focal length
off-axis parabolic mirror.

The laser was incident on the target surface at an an
of 54± to the target normal, and the reflected beam wa
directed into a modified flat field XUV spectrometer
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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X-ray and ion penumbral imaging cameras provide
high resolution s2 mmd images of the plasma via a
proven maximum entropy deconvolution technique [25
In addition, CR-39 plastic nuclear track detectors provid
ion spectra and maximum ion energies associated w
the plasma expansion [26]. These diagnostics allow
the intensity on target to be determined accurately f
each shot.

The majority of targets consisted of a2 mm CH plastic
layer coated on 200 nm thick15 mm wide Al cross wires
on 1.5 mm optically polished glass slabs. In some case
2 mm CH layer was coated onto metal “sandwich” target
Targets with a CH overcoat were proven to be the mo
suitable targets in the experiment due to their lower fre
free and free-bound contributions to the spectra.

The harmonic emission was detected with a slitless fl
field grazing incidence XUV spectrometer (1200 lineymm
Hitachi grating at 4±) used with an additional gold-
coated grazing incidence cylindrical mirror. The gratin
and mirror were oriented so that their grazing inciden
reflections gave perpendicular astigmatic line images
the focus of the laser beam at the detector plane. Th
combined effect therefore produced a series of dispers
monochromatic images of the focus at each harmon
wavelength as shown in Fig. 1. The total waveleng
coverage was from 15 to 90 nm [27]. The imagin
mirror, flat-field grating, and microchannel plate detect
plane were located 22.5, 61.5, and 85 cm from the targ
respectively. The imaging mirror was set up with
glancing angle of4± so that the spectrometer intercepte
a total solid angle of3.2 3 1025 sr. The microchannel
plate and charged coupled device (CCD) detector w
calibrated against x-ray film and a phosphor and CC
detector [28]. The instrument calibration is accurate
approximately a factor of 6, taking into account th

FIG. 1. Harmonic spectrum for an incident irradiance o
Il2  1.0 3 1019 W mm2 cm22.
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uncertainty of the calibration and the reflectivities of th
diffraction grating and the grazing incidence mirror.

Figure 1 shows a spectrum taken when 20.7 J
p-polarized laser energy in 2.6 ps was incident on
target consisting of2 mm CH coating onto a metal sand
wich target (25 mm Mo on 50 mm Pd). The maximum
entropy deconvolved x-ray penumbral images establis
that the spot diameter was,9 mm full width at half
maximum (FWHM), yielding an intensity on target o
9 3 1018 W cm22. Figure 2 shows a lineout of the
spectrum shown in Fig. 1 in the range 36–15 nm, wh
the instrument response function has been deconvol
again using the maximum entropy technique. Harmo
emission up to the 68th order (15.5 nm) can clearly
seen in the first-order diffracted signal, with evidence
up to the 75th order (14.0 nm) visible in the second-ord
diffraction.

The target was rotated so that the angular distribution
the harmonic emission could be observed (ideally the
get position should have remained constant and the s
trometer rotated, but this was impracticable as there w
only two positions available on the target chamber). T
harmonic emission was observed to have a significan
larger angular distribution than the cone angle of the la
beam. Harmonics were observed when the laser had
angle of incidence between21.5± and63± to the target nor-
mal (this corresponds to the observation of harmonics o
a cone angle varying from29± to 122.5± with respect to
the center of the reflected infrared beam). This obser
tion was confirmed when the angular distribution of t
third harmonic emission was measured on a single s
basis by placing a piece of ILFORD HP5 optical film b
hind an interference filter at a distance of 2 cm from t
front of the target. No change in intensity of the thi
harmonic was observed over an angle of103±. It is there-
fore not unreasonable to assume isotropic emission of

FIG. 2. Lineout from the spectrum in Fig. 1 in the range 36
15 nm after the instrument response function has been remo
by a maximum entropy deconvolution procedure.
1833
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harmonics which is in keeping with previous high irrad
ance, nanosecond CO2 experiments [20].

A prepulse at1023 intensity level and 2.5 ps duration
was introduced into the laser chain 400 ps before t
arrival of the main pulse. Again, no difference i
harmonic emission was observed with the insertion of th
prepulse.

The laser beam was changed fromp to s polarization by
the insertion of a mica half wave plate after the large ar
diffraction gratings. No differences in the intensities of th
harmonics were observed between the two polarizations
the laser beam.

These effects—no observable difference in harmon
generation betweens and p polarizations, the very large
angular distribution, and the relative insensitivity to pre
pulse levels—suggest that the critical density surface
rippled during the interaction, as this blurs the distinctio
betweens and p polarization and accounts for the dis
crepancies between our observations and theoretical m
eling [14,23,29]. For instance, Gibbon predicts a1y10
reduction in energy conversion fors polarization at45±

incidence angle. Furthermore, these results are consis
with the observations made in the high irradiance CO2 ex-
periments, where the laser-plasma interaction was m
solely with s polarized light [20]. The development of a
Rayleigh-Taylor–like instability at the critical surface ha
been observed in 2.5 dimensional PIC simulations [29,3
when a high intensity, picosecond laser pulse intera
with a preformed plasma. Even with an intensity co
trast of1026 between the 80 ps FWHM duration pedest
(which is the stretched pulse duration in the laser cha
and the 2.5 ps FWHM main pulse, the pedestal level
sufficiently intense to generate a preformed plasma
these focused intensities. However, these simulations a
predict that the pondoromotive pressure exceeds the th
mal pressure in the underdense coronal plasma. This
two effects: The coronal plasma is expelled from the f
cal region, and the critical density surface is accelera
into the solid density plasma with a velocity approachin
cy40, resulting in a steepened density profile very simil
to that assumed by Gibbon.

Figure 3(a) shows a plot of energy conversion ef
ciency in each harmonic vs harmonic order for differe
irradiances, assuming isotropic emission. It is intere
ing to note two features. First, the energy in each of t
harmonics increases sharply with higher laser irradian
Second, the energy conversion into each harmonicEv for
irradiances below1019 W mm2 cm22 scales as

Ev  Elaser svyv0d2x , (1)

where the exponentx is a function of the irradiance on tar
get. The exponent fitted through all these harmonics d
creases with increasing irradiance, changing fromx  5.5
at Il2  5 3 1017 W mm2 cm22 to x  3.38 at Il2 
1.0 3 1019 W mm2 cm22. These values of the exponen
are in very good agreement with those predicted by P
1834
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FIG. 3. Conversion efficiencies (assuming isotrop
radiation) against harmonic order for various irrad
ances. Solid squares, Il2  1.0 3 1019 W mm2 cm22;
open diamonds,Il2  6.3 3 1018 W mm2 cm22; open tri-
angles, Il2  5.5 3 1018 W mm2 cm22; diagonal crosses,
Il2  3.0 3 1018 W mm2 cm22; horizontal crosses,Il2 
2.5 3 1018 W mm2 cm22; and open squares, Il2 
4.7 3 1017 W mm2 cm22. Curve fits in (a) are best power
law fits, except for Il2  1.0 3 1019 W mm2 cm22 where
the curve is fitted to the 50–68th harmonic to illustrate th
onset of saturation for the lower harmonics and in (b) a
theoretical calculations of the absolute conversion efficien
for 5 3 1017 W mm2 cm22 (solid line), 5 3 1018 W mm2 cm22

(chain), and1.0 3 1019 W mm2 cm22 (dotted line).

calculations, assuming a density scale length ofLyl 
0.02 [23] [see Fig. 3(b)]. Figure 3 also suggests that t
transfer of energy into lower harmonics is starting to sa
rate at irradiances ofIl2  1.0 3 1019 W mm2 cm22 be-
cause they are systematically lower than the fitted pow
law for the 50–68th harmonic orders suggests. This s
uration behavior as the irradiance is increased is also
hibited by PIC calculations and lends some credence
the choice of the scaling law fit.

It is interesting to note that for the 38th harmon
the power is 1.8 MW sr21 at an irradiance of1.0 3

1019 W mm2 cm22. If isotropic emission is assumed
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then the power radiated in this harmonic is 24 MW, a
the conversion efficiency of energy into each harmo
up to the 68th is$1026. This is also in good agree
ment with simulations, taking into account the angu
spread of emission observed in the experiment. We h
observed that there is no clearly defined cutoff in t
harmonic spectra. Instead the harmonics fall into the t
integrated background emission. This does not of its
demonstrate that there is no cutoff in the harmonic sp
trum (given by the maximum observed harmonic ord
n2

max  nuyncritical) corresponding to an upper shelf de
sity nu, as predicted by Carman, Forslund, and Kindel [1
However, if the Carman, Forslund, and Kindel theory
correct, the upper shelf density corresponding to the h
est harmonic observed would bene  6 3 1024 cm23.
This corresponds to 17 times solid density, which
barely credible. Furthermore, the good agreement in
solute conversion efficiency between our experiment
Gibbon’s simulation for irradiances up to5 3 1018 [shown
in Fig. 3(b)] tilts the balance firmly in favor of Gibbon’
[23] interpretation (i.e., the cutoff previously reported is
artifact of the low temporal and spatial resolution used
the Carman, Forslund, and Kindel calculation [18]). T
discrepancy at the highest irrradiance can be accou
for by pulse shape effects starting to become import
(the PIC simulation uses a trapezoidal rather than a se2

pulse). It is also worth noting that the 56th harmonic
an ultraviolet laser such as KrF is in the “water window
of the spectrum, and the intensity requirement, infer
from these data and Gibbon’s calculations, for obtain
this harmonic is1.5 3 1020 W cm22. High brightness
KrF lasers that can deliver this intensity are curren
under construction [31].

In conclusion, we have observed harmonic orders
to the 68th at 15.5 nm in first-order diffraction an
indications of the 75th in second-order diffraction
14.0 nm. These were created during the interaction
a 2.5 ps, 1053 nm laser pulse with a solid target
irradiances of1.0 3 1019 W mm2 cm22. The dependence
of both the number of harmonics and their ener
conversion efficiency with intensity have been explor
We have shown that there is little difference in t
harmonic spectra between boths and p polarizations
of the laser beam and with the addition of a prepul
The power into the high harmonics is comparable
the output power of saturated collisional XUV lasers
similar wavelengths.
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